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Evan Ogden is an Americana singer/songwriter originally from Austin, Texas. 

Evan was exposed to a wide variety of music growing up, but always gravitated 

towards his grandfather’s favorite records. Classic country from the 1940's had 

a profound impact on his early life and planted the seeds of appreciation for 

poignant songwriting, and classic, tried and true country music.  

 

With a painstaking attention to country music history and an innovative 

mindset, Evan recorded his debut album ‘For Hire’ in 2017. Backed by Hamm 

Bagby and a cast of local Alabama musician mainstays dubbed ‘The Siege’, 

Evan’s 2017 project can be described as energetic, fresh and a modern twist on 

a traditional country sound. 

 

‘Gun For Hire’, the album’s title track and opening number, is a mid/up -tempo 

ballad that sets the tone for the record. With an infectious driving sound, ‘Gun 

For Hire’ paints the picture of an outlaw plainsman on the run and “living on 

dimes”. ‘Gun For Hire’ highlights the harsh equality that “all men bleed - at the 

same rate”. 

 

‘For Hire’ quickly shifts to a roots country sound as ‘Hangover And Heartache” 

explores the hard life on the road. Moving from town to town, Evan hammers 

the idea home: “Its getting old, living out of a suitcase / but I’m bound for 

Oklahoma, with a hangover and heartache”. The country shuffle matches the 

open Texas plains and seeing “the city lights, just off of he horizon” beautifully.  

The record closes highlighting Evan’s depth and poignancy as a writer. "With a 

single take, one microphone intimate recording, “Love Me Anyway” highlights 

the prayer of a barfly from the notorious ‘Jackie’s Bar’ in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 

Down on his luck, the man reflects, “Burn me up, blow me away, scatter me to 

the wind, love me anyway” as a prayer for the downtrodden.  

 

Since Releasing ‘For Hire’, Evan has played across the southeast, opened for the 

likes of "‘Micky & The Motorcars” , written numerous new songs and is in the 

process of recording his much anticipated follow up album, to be released in 

2020. 


